




At the time of this report, Ethereum is trading at $2,370 with a trading volume of $15,566,332,676. The chain lost 7.74% in the last 24 hours and
its price is now reaching the $2000 historical support zone.  Ethereum is firmly the largest DeFi network above Terra, and  Binance Smart Chain
with a TVL of $112.45Bn, however, at its peak back in December, ETH reached an all-time high TVL of $165Bn.  The most important protocol
within the ETH chain is currently MakerDAO sitting at 13.67% dominance with Curve not far behind at $14.44Bn.
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Terra (LUNA) 

At the time of this analysis, LUNA is trading at $48 with a trading volume of $2,984,715,754. The chain lost 11.79% overnight and the asset price
is now heading toward the $40 psychological area. Over the past 7 days Terra lost -25.17% in value locked. Terra is the 2nd largest DeFi
network above Binance Smart Chain reaching its TVL all-time high of $20.89Bn back in December 2021. The most important protocol under
Terra's chain is Anchor, which has a current dominance of 54.89%.



Binance Smart Chain (BSC) 

At the time of this report, Binance Smart Chain is trading at $378 with a trading volume of $1,791,805,061. The chain declined 1.31% overnight
and the asset price is now heading toward the $300 psychological zone. Binance is the 3rd largest chain, being currently outperformed by Terra
and Ethereum. The TVL all-time high was $30.49Bn in May 2021 and is now 25.22% away from its ATHs. The most important protocol under
Binance chain is PancakeSwap, which has a current dominance of 34.80%.
 



Today Fantom native token, FTM, is trading at $1.99 with a trading volume of $1,222,536,582. The chain lost 11.79% overnight and the asset
price is now heading toward the $1.70 historical support zone. Fantom is the 4th largest DeFi network above  Avalache and is the only chain
not severly affected by the strong sell-off in the cryptomarket. Fantom chain has added +99.88%  in value locked in the last 30days. Fantom's
TVL all-time high was $12.71Bn, a level reached only a few days ago and continues to gain momentum. The most important protocol under the
Fantom chain is Multichain with a dominance of 58.41%. 
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Avalanche (AVAX)

At the time of this report, AVAX is trading at $64 with a trading volume of $779,742,376. The chain added 0.44% overnight stabilising the asset
around the $60 liquidity zone. The Avalanche TVL all-time high was $13.71Bn in December 2021. The current bearish sentiment has impacted
Avalanche considerably by making the chain lose over -30.07% in TVL within the same month.  The most important protocol under the
Avalanche chain is AAVE, which has a current market dominance of 27.28%. 



Solana (SOL)

At the time of this report, SOL is trading at $89 with a trading volume of $2,333,192,407. The chain lost 1.45% overnight while the asset price
action is heading towards the next support zone at the $60-$50 liquidity zone. The Solana TVL all-time high was $15.25Bn in November 2021.
The chain has lost -33.35% in the last 30 days. The most important protocol on Solana's chain is Serum which holds a total dominance inside
the chain of 11.63%.



Tron (TRX)

At the time of this report, TRX is trading at $0.05 with, a trading volume of  $678,885,147. The chain lost 0.72% overnight while the asset price
action is now consolidating at a critical monthly level. The Tron TVL all-time high was $6.98Bn in November 2021. The bloodbath in the crypto
market has also impacted Tron's value locked as the protocol lost -27.78% in TVL over the last 30 days. The most important protocol on Tron's
chain is JustLend sitting at 38% dominance inside the chain.  At the start of January, the total number of accounts on Tron's network exceeded
70 million, which makes the ecosystem one of the most robust ones at the moment.  


